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The figures ln the margtn lndlcqte
full marks for the questlons.

Answer ang ten questions : 1x10=10

(a) Find the infimum of the set

ir-LlL,,. ivI
[n)

If A and B are two bounded subsets of
IR, then which one of the following is
true ?
(t) sup(aU.A)= sup{supA, supB}
(it sup(aU r) = sup A + sup B

1.



(iit)

(iu)

sup(eU B)= suP A . suP B

sup(eU r)= sup A U suP B

There does not exist a rational number

x such that x2 = 2.(Write Tlue or False)

The set Q of rational numbers is
uncountable. (Wite True or False)

rf In =(r,*) for ne N, then fl', = ,

The convergence of {l x, l} imPlY the

convergence of {r"}.
(Wite Tfiie or False)

What are the limit points of the sequence

{rr}, where xn = 2* (- 1)", n e N ?

If {xr} is an unbounded sequence, then

there exists a ProPerlY divergent
subsequence. (Write Thte or False)

A convergent sequence of real numbers
is a Cauchy sequence.

(Write Tfite or False)
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(i)

(k)

If O<a<l then liman=e
n-+ao

The positive term series Z# is
convergent if and only if
(t) p>o

(ir) p >t

(iit) 0<p<l

(iu) p <7

Define
series.

If {r, }

(Write corect one)

conditionally convergent of a

sequence

a convergent monotone

and the series tr^ is
n=1

(c)

(d)

(e)

a

(g)

@

(t)

0)

1S(m)
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convergent, then the series

also convergent.

i,,un is
n=1

(Write Thte or False)

Contd.



Consider the series i +E n^[r.a)
w]rere m and p arereal numr.rl Jrlyhiclr of the ?ouowing ;;;Ht";s doesthe above series convergent ?

(t) m>!

(it) o<m<land p>t

@ Osmsl and Ospsl
(iu) m=l and p>l

(o) tet {x^} and {y^} be sequences of real

numbers defined by rr=l , ,r=*,
rn+r = ry and gn*t=Jfry-vneN
then which one of the following is true ?

(t) {xr} is convergent, but {y,,} is not
convergent

(ii) {xr} is not convergent, but {yn} isconvergent
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(n) (iii) Both {x,,}and {A^} *.convergent
and lim xn > lim gn

n-+co n-+@

(iu) BotJ' {x,}and {A^\ urconvergent

and lim xn = lim yn
n-+@ n-+@

2. Answer ang flue parts : 2x5=lO

(a) If a and b are real numbers and if a < b ,

then show that a .t@+b)<A.

(on -21(b) show that the sequence bffij is

bounded.

(c) If {xr,} converges in IR, then show that

lim 4 =g
n->co

Show tlrat the series l+2+g+...., is not
convergent.

Test the convergence of the series :

1111
l----l-

12 22'g2 42'""'
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(d.)

(e)

I



(c) Prove that

(d) {xr} Ue a sequence of real numbers that
converges to xand suppose that xr, > 0.
Show that the sequence {.'[} .,positive square roots converges and
!:*Ji=G.
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Show that every absolutely convergent

series is convergent. Is the converse
true ? Justify. 4+1=5

(f) Using comparison test, show that the

series I(.f-fi-.'tr? is convergent.

(g) State Cauchy's root test. Using it, test
the convergence of the series

1+4=5

(U Show that the sequence defined by the

recursion formula

un+! = ,[{un, ut =L

is monotonically increasing and
bounded. Is the sequence convergent ?

2+2+1=5
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(n State C
convergeeuchY's integral test of

(g) State the completeness propert5r oflR and
find the 

"up{ 
!, , . N }.Ln )

(h) Does the Nested Interval theorem holdfor open intervals i-J""rifv with acounter example.

Answer ang fourparts : 5x4=2O
(a) If x and A are real numbers with x 4 U ,then prove that there;;;" a rationalnumber rsuch that x .i.-g
(b) Show that a

numbers ,. ;:l[:T."t sequence of rear

(e)

3.

ff ?) 
'.[S -i)'.[5-A'+

um (n"t')= r.
n+co \ )



4. Answer angfourparts 
: 1Ox4=40 (d) 0 Using Cauchy's condensation test,

discuss the convergence of the
ol

l-I\
senes 

f;-a n(tognf

(a) show rhat the sequence 

{[, 
. *)J ,"

conversent and 
!y_(,. *)" = e which

Iies between 2 and 3.

(b) fi) Let {*^}, ta^} and {r^} aresequences of real numbers suchthat xr, s Un s zn for all ne N and

l:*." = l*""^.
Show that {y^} is convergent and

l*xn = !\un = lig1.n s

(u) What is e

r.ei bnitz,I*ff Tffi ffi ; ::,::::prove that ,fr. 
- 

series
I - * * * - + +..... o is a conditionally
convergent series. l+I+3=s

Test the convergence of the series
7+ a + a2 +..... + an +..,...

(it Define Cauchy sequence of real
numbers. Show that the sequence

(c)

Ir 1 1 tli -+-+-+.....+- |
L1! 2t 3! nt)

Cauchy sequence.

(e) (il Show that a convergent
of real numbers is a
sequence.

least upper bound.
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@ Using Cauchy's general principle of
convergence, show that the

sequence {t.i+......* } is not

convergent. 5

A ft) Prove that every monotonicallY
increasing sequence which is
bounded above converges to its

isa

1+4=5

sequence
Cauchy

5

Contd.
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(ii) Show that the limit if exists of aconvergent sequence is unique. 
_
5

(g) State and prove 1+.series.

(h) (t) Test the convergence of the series

* * !*'**r. +..... .#* + .....(r, o)

(it) Test the convergence of the series

-^, . 2' -o -2!2 uu - 22.42.62 x8 *...... (r, o)x" +fix'+ ,Vrax "m.a- ' "-".\ '

5

@

(t) (il

(i)
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sequence of
convergent

5

Nested Interval
5

(tt)

(t)
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l:*-" = sup{xn}


